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Figure 1: Overall map of the water main route (scale 1:50,000)

Based upon the 1998 Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 map, with the
permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.
© Crown Copyright ASC Ltd - Licence No. AL52133A0001
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Summary
Between July and September 2001 Archaeological Services & Consultancy Ltd monitored the
archaeological impact of a new water pipeline route. The pipeline connects an existing main
near Cople to the water tower on Toplers Hill, south of Biggleswade, a distance of some
17km. Nine areas were identified along the route for archaeologically supervised topsoil
stripping and potential excavation, based on the findings of a desk-based assessment (Zeepvat
et al 2000) and a subsequent geophysical survey by Oxford Archaeotechnics (Johnson 2000).
The remainder of the pipeline route was subject to an intermittent watching brief.
Five areas were ultimately excavated. Area 1 was sited on the northwestern flank of the
Greensand Ridge. In this area, eight Roman cremations, two Roman ditches and a series of
broad plough furrows were investigated. Area 2 was sited along the north side of the Old
Warden road, east of the airfield. A number of 1stto 4th-century Romano-British ditches and
pits associated with a trapezoid enclosure in the field to the north were excavated. Alongside
Gypsy Lane, Area 5 was stripped to investigate a possible circular enclosure identified during
the geophysical survey. After machining, this feature was not visible due to later deep
alluvial deposits. When the pipe trench was cut the enclosure ditch was seen in the cut and a
section was recorded. In Area 6, to the west of the A6001 Biggleswade to Langford road, a
number of small Roman ditch terminals were recorded. In Area 9, about 100m to the north of
the Toplers Hill water tower, a single late Bronze Age pit was discovered. No features were
exposed in the remaining archaeological areas. On the rest of the route, no significant
features were identified during the watching brief.

1

Introduction

1.1

Between July and September 2001 Archaeological Services & Consultancy Ltd (ASC)
carried out a programme of archaeological works on the route of a new water main
between Cople and Toplers Hill, southeast of Biggleswade (NGR TL 0970 4660 to TL
2135 4020: Fig. 1). The project was commissioned by BSP Associates Ltd on behalf
of Anglian Water Services Ltd (AWS), and was carried out according to a Project
Design prepared by ASC (Zeepvat 2001) and approved by the Bedfordshire County
Archaeological Officer (CAO).

1.2

These works represent the final phase of a staged programme of archaeological
investigations related to the construction of this pipeline, which is intended to
reinforce water supplies to Biggleswade in order to cope with the demands of recent
industrial development at Stratton, south of the town. The initial phase of
investigation, comprising a desk-based assessment of the route, was undertaken by
ASC in 2000 (Zeepvat et al 2000). This was followed by a geophysical survey,
carried out by Oxford Archaeotechnics (Johnson 2000).

1.3

Using the information obtained from the above non-intrusive surveys, the final route
for the pipeline was agreed, avoiding known archaeologically sensitive areas where
possible. Along the final route nine areas of potential archaeological interest were
identified, totalling just over 3km of the total pipeline route. After consultation with
the CAO it was proposed that these nine areas should be stripped under archaeological
supervision, and any archaeological features revealed excavated and recorded to
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appropriate standards. Topsoil stripping along the remainder of the route was to be
subject to an intermittent watching brief, with provision for examining and recording
any archaeological features revealed. If larger concentrations of archaeology were
discovered, contingency arrangements were in place to allow for salvage excavation
of such areas.
1.4

Archaeological & Historical Background
The recorded archaeology and history of the pipeline route is described in detail in the
desk-based assessment. In summary, its conclusions were:
•

•

Little is currently known about the buried archaeology of the Greensand Ridge
(i.e. the western half of the pipeline route). The significant features recorded
in this area comprise, for the most part, earthworks and landscape features of
medieval or later date.
In contrast, the lighter soils of the eastern part of the route, within the Ivel
valley, have revealed a great deal of evidence of early activity, mostly as
cropmarks visible on aerial photographs. From these it is apparent that the
lighter alluvial soils have been subject to occupation and agriculture from the
Bronze Age onwards. Excavations at Broom Quarry in particular have
revealed activity of Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman and Saxon date.

The geophysical survey largely confirmed this assessment. However, it is interesting
to note that it failed to reveal any archaeological features in the section of the route
north of Broom Quarry.

Plate 1: General view looking north-west from Site1
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2

Setting and Route

2.1

The water main route commences in open farmland about 1.5km southeast of
Cardington village with a junction to an existing water main, at an elevation of about
27m OD. The route runs in a generally east to southeast direction to Toplers Hill
water tower, which is sited about 7km to the south of Biggleswade.

2.2

From its starting point the water main route follows a level field track for about 0.5km.
From the end of the track, the route continues across open fields for a further 0.65km
where it crosses Park Lane (an overgrown track) at the base of the Greensand Ridge.
From Park Lane the surface geology rapidly changes from the heavy clays of the Ouse
valley to the lighter sandy clay of the Greensand Ridge. The route continues to climb
through arable land towards the crest of the ridge, which is reached 0.75km beyond
Park Lane, to the northeast of Sweetbriar Farm. For the next 3.1km, the route
continues across open farmland, gradually descending to just over 30m OD. It meets
the Old Warden road northeast of Old Warden Airfield (TL 15500 44850). From this
point, the route runs eastwards along the north side of the Old Warden to Biggleswade
road for 0.7km. It then crosses to the south side of the road for 0.6km, to a point past
the crossroads where unclassified roads from Old Warden and Upper Caldecote meet
the B568 Shefford to Biggleswade road. The route then crosses back to the north side
of the road, Hill Lane, (B568) for a distance of 1.4km. This section of the route passes
to the north of the extensive Broom Quarry. At the junction between the B568 and
Gypsy Lane (TL 17850 44150), an unclassified road leading southwards to Broom, the
route crosses the B568 to follow the east side of Gypsy Lane for 1.2km. It then
swings south-eastwards (TL 17850 43750), crossing the river Ivel 0.4km downstream
from Holme (Jordans) Mills (TL 18600 43500). Beyond the river, the route crosses
open fields, then the Langford road and two more fields before passing under the main
East Coast railway line. East of the crossing the route follows the railway for 1.1km
before turning south-eastwards, crossing fields to the south of Holme Green for
2.2km. It then takes a more southerly line for 0.75km, climbing steadily to the west of
Bleak Hall farm complex. The route then swings to the south again for the final
0.9km, terminating at Toplers Hill reservoir, to the west of the A1 at an elevation of
77m OD, 5km south of the centre of Biggleswade.

2.3

The route passes through three distinct geological zones. From the commencement of
the pipeline at its northwestern end to just east of Park Lane in the low-lying Ouse
Valley the soils belong to the Efford 1 association, consisting of ‘well drained fine
loamy soils often over gravel’ (Soil Survey 1983, 571s). Over much of the Ouse
Valley, heavy clays are the predominant subsoil. Beyond the level Ouse valley the
land rises onto the Greensand Ridge, where the soils belong to the Hanslope
association consisting of ‘slowly permeable calcareous clayey soils’ (ibid., 411d).
East of the ridge, the deposits in the Ivel valley belong to the Sutton 1 association,
consisting of ‘well drained fine and coarse loamy soils’ (ibid., 571u). To the south of
Biggleswade, soils belong to the Cannamore association (ibid., 513), described as
‘deep calcareous and non-calcareous fine loamy and clayey soils with slowly
permeable subsoils and slight seasonal water logging. Some slowly permeable
seasonally waterlogged fine loamy over clayey and clayey soils.’ Throughout the
route the land was under cultivation for cereal and vegetable crops, except for a small
pasture field immediately to the east of the river Ivel.
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3.1

Aims
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The aims of the project were
•

•
•
•
•

to establish the presence or absence, location, extent, date, character, condition,
significance and quality of any surviving archaeological remains which would be
disturbed or destroyed as a result of stripping within the easement, and the
subsequent laying of the water main.
to relate any archaeological features present to their immediate context indicated
by the detailed geophysical survey, as well as to the wider archaeological context.
to produce an accurate and full record of the archaeology present, such that a
permanent record would be made and the results presented in such a way that they
might be re-examined and interpreted in the future.
to recover artefacts to assist in the development of a regional pottery type series.
to recover palaeo-environmental remains to determine local environmental
conditions

Following discussions with the CAO a project design (Zeepvat 2001) outlining a
staged approach to the programme of works was prepared by ASC and submitted to
the CAO for approval. The agreed approach required:
•
•
•
•
3.2

Detailed excavation of sites along the route of the water main identified by the
desk-based assessment and geophysical survey
A watching brief on the remainder of the pipeline route
Investigation of any significant sites revealed by the watching brief
Preparation of an interim report, with proposals for publication

Standards
The work was undertaken using a methodology which conforms to Bedfordshire
County Council’s Procedures Manual: Volume 1 Fieldwork, English Heritage’s
Management of Archaeological Projects (MAP2, 1991), the relevant sections of the
Institute of Archaeologists’ Standard & Guidance Notes and Code of Conduct, and to
the relevant sections of ASC’s own Operations Manual.
The work was carried out in accordance with the Institute of Field Archaeologists’
Standard and Guidance for Excavations, Watching Briefs, and the relevant section(s)
of ASC’s Operations Manual.

3.3

Methodology: Excavation
The excavation was carried out according to the project design, which proposed the
following stages of work:
•

Stripping of areas of high archaeological potential under close archaeological
supervision

•

On completion of stripping, cleaning of those areas by hand, and the preparation of
an initial site plan
Excavation and recording of any archaeological features present, according to a
sampling strategy set out in the project design.
Page 7
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Sampling of features and deposits for environmental evidence, where appropriate,
according to a sampling strategy set out in the project design.

Nine areas were selected for detailed excavation: their locations are shown in Figs 2-4.
Details of each area appear in the following table:
Site no:

Description

Length (m)

1

Moxhill Farm: (S of): a possible curving enclosure ditch and other
associated features, revealed by geophysical survey.

150

2

Old Warden: cut features, probably related to extensive cropmark to the
north

600

3

Broom Quarry: area of inconclusive geophysics, between known
archaeology in Broom Quarry itself and cropmarks to the north

600

4

Gypsy Lane North: section of route adjacent to known cropmarks.
Geophysics inconclusive.

120

5

Gypsy Lane South: section adjacent to, and to the east of Gypsy Lane,
adjacent to known cropmarks. Evidence from geophysics of a ring ditch
and various cut features

400

6

Langford Road: section of route crossing recorded site of Roman
burials. Geophysics shows some cut features.

150

7

Holme Green: section of route crossing area at west end of Holme Green
deserted village. Geophysics inconclusive: some possible cut features
present.

240

8

Balls Farm (N of): extensive cropmark area (HER 1486). Geophysics
showed some possible cut features, but much interference from trackside
equipment.

600

9

Toplers Hill: southernmost section of the route, passing through the
cropmarks around the water tower. Geophysics inconclusive, due to
buried water pipes, etc.

200

Total length of route excavated:

© ASC 2002
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Site 1

Site 2

Figure 2: The water main route, showing excavation areas (scale 1:10,000)
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Site 4

Site 3

Site 5
Site 7

Site 6

Figure 3: The water main route, showing excavation areas (scale 1:10,000)
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Site 8

Site 9

Figure 4: The water main route, showing excavation areas (scale 1:10,000)
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Methodology: Watching Brief
The major part of the water main route, that was not designated for detailed
excavation (some 14km) was covered by an intermittent watching brief during the
removal of the topsoil and overburden from the water mains easement.
An archaeological watching brief is defined as the monitoring by an experienced
archaeologist of ground disturbance on a development. This normally involves visits
when ground works are under way, and requires close co-operation and
communication between the contractor and archaeologist. In many cases, only
regular, relatively brief visits are required (an intermittent watching brief). In certain
circumstances (e.g. where archaeological features are known or strongly suspected to
exist), the archaeologist’s continuous presence may be required (an intensive watching
brief).
In this instance, an intermittent watching brief was considered the most suitable
option. Areas being stripped along the route were visited at least on a daily basis.
More frequent visits, or even a continuous presence, would have been employed if the
circumstances had justified such an approach. Professional judgement was exercised
to determine the level of monitoring required during the stripping of the watching
brief areas.
Each site visit was recorded on ASC’s Site Monitoring Sheet. These sheets record
what was observed, including sketches where appropriate. A photographic record
(B&W prints, colour slides) was maintained throughout the watching brief. Plans of
the route at a scale of 1:2500 provided by the client form the basis for recording the
location of archaeological features and finds.

3.5

Methodology: Finds
Pottery recovered during the excavations was scanned and spot-dated by Andrew
Fawcett. The pottery fabrics have been identified and classified in relation to the
Bedfordshire Pottery Type Series held by Albion Archaeology (Appendix 3).
The animal bone assemblage has been identified and assessed for its potential for
further detailed study by The Environmental Consultancy (Appendix 4).
Environmental samples, including the cremation burials from Site 2, have been
processed by the same organisation, and also assessed for further study (Appendix 4).
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4.1

Introduction

4.2
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4.1.1

The desk-based assessment and geophysical survey had identified nine areas of
potential archaeological significance, as described above. From these areas the
topsoil was removed under archaeological supervision using a 360° excavator
fitted with a toothless ditching bucket. Sites 3, 4, 7 and 8 were found to
contain no archaeological features or artefacts. Each of the remaining areas
produced at least one archaeological feature. The field records from each of
the excavation areas are tabulated in Appendix 1 of this report.

4.1.2

Apart from the 3.1km designated as excavation areas, the entire pipeline route
was covered by a watching brief. In the watching brief area the topsoil was
stripped using a pair of front bladed machines. This method of topsoil
stripping is far from ideal for archaeological observation but a sufficiently
clean surface was maintained to enable any potential features cut into the
subsoil to be observed.

4.1.3

No features other than modern agricultural drainage features were identified in
the Ouse Valley, or on the lower slopes of the Greensand Ridge as it rises out
of the valley. In the field directly below Site 1 at TL 11500 45850 a series of
broad regularly spaced NE–SW linear features were observed. These features
have been interpreted as a continuation of ridge and furrow ploughing
identified and investigated during the excavation of Site 1.

4.1.4

Between Sites 1 and 2 no archaeological features were observed. At TL 13730
45100 an area of dark brown peat in the valley bottom beside a small stream,
was cut by the pipelines route. Whilst having no immediate archaeological
significance, it is possible that the peat masks earlier landscape features.

4.1.5

Beyond Site 2 no further features of any description other than modern
agricultural drainage was observed.

Site 1
4.2.1

Area 1 measured c.250 × 15m (TL 11700 45800 - TL 11950 45700) and was
located on the west-facing slope of the Greensand Ridge between the 60m and
70m contours. The natural subsoil in this area consisted of a dark yellowish
brown clay below 0.3m of plough soil.

4.2.2

A number of isolated features were cut into the subsoil. Ten shallow NE-SW
furrows dating from the Roman or medieval periods were recorded. These
furrows were about 2.5m wide and had centres at roughly 6.0m intervals. In
profile the furrows had gently sloping sides to a flat base, and were about 0.2m
deep. The furrows were filled with dark brown silty clay.

4.2.3

Nine small roughly circular concentrations of charcoal [1500-1508] towards
the eastern end of Site 1 were identified as plough-damaged cremations.
Pottery from one of the cremations [1502] indicates that they probably date
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from the Roman period. A 100% sample of each cremation cut was taken, and
the samples have been examined for carbonised remains. A preliminary
examination of the samples has identified a considerable amount of burnt bone,
which needs to be examined by a human bone specialist. Within the flots,
carbonised wood has been identified, and it may be possible with further
examination to identify species.
4.2.4

A pair of parallel NW-SE ditches contexts [100] and [101] diagonally crossed
the site. Ditch 101 (sections 1, 8) cut the natural subsoil and was about 1.2m
wide and 0.4m deep. Its sides were slightly concaved and angled at about 40°
to the rounded base. The fill of both excavated segments consisted of an olive
brown sandy clay, which was waterlogged towards the base of the cut. Ditch
100 truncated Ditch 101 and was of similar dimensions, c.1.5m wide and 0.4m
deep. Two segments were cut through Ditch 100 [1002] and [1012]. The sides
were almost straight and angled at about 45° to the flat base. The fill of both
segments consisted of a dark brown silty clay, which was waterlogged towards
the base of the cut. Pottery recovered from the ditch fills indicates that these
features are late Iron Age dating from c.20BC to 70AD.

4.2.5

The function of Ditches 100 and 101 is not evident from the excavated
segments, but as no finds related to specialist industrial or agricultural
processes were found in the fills it seems likely that they were probably for
field boundary marking and drainage.

4.2.6

Ditch 1008 was orientated SW-NE. A single segment of this ditch was
excavated. A shotgun cartridge found towards the base of the cut clearly dates
this ditch as modern.

4.2.7

The only other feature identified in Site 1 was a small pit [1016] towards the
northwestern end of the area. This pit was sub oval in plan and measured 0.95
× 0.75m with a maximum depth of 0.25m. The sides were slightly concaved
and angled at about 55° to a slightly rounded base. The fill [1017] was an
orange brown clay with occasional stones. No finds were recovered from the
fill and it is possible that this was a natural feature.

© ASC Ltd 2002
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Plate 3: Ditches 1002 and 1004

Plate 4: Cremation pit 1502

Plate 5: Modern ditch 1008

Plate 6: Pit 2028

Plate 7: Burial 2002
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Figure 5: Plan of Site 1
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Site 2
4.3.1

Site 2 was situated to the east of Old Warden Airfield and run parallel and
immediately to the north side of Hill Lane. The excavated area measured
c.800 × 15m (TL 15300 45000 - TL 16060 44960).

4.3.2 The geology of Site 2 comprised calcareous clays and gravel at the western
end of the area, rising up to more slowly permeable calcareous till soils of sand
and clay in the main area of investigation. Excavation was hampered by an
overburden of up to 0.30m of silt wash and windblown sands. Towards the
eastern end of the area the ground level rises, and the surface geology changes
to sands and gravel with pockets of slowly permeable calcareous clays.
4.3.3

A series of substantial linear features, probably representing field boundaries
and drainage ditches, had previously been identified from aerial photographs
(HER 16787). These ditches tend to run approximately north south before
either terminating or running under Hill Lane. The detailed magnetometer
{Gradiometer} survey carried out by Oxford Archaeotechnics across this
section of Site 2 confirmed that a number of anomalies with a high
archaeological potential were present, covering an area c.300 × 15m.

4.3.4

Other features to the east and west of the main concentration of ditches appear
to be either shallow ditches or gullies, interspersed with pits. One of these pits
was quite substantial, measuring 3-4m in length and up to 2m in width. There
appear to have been two concentrations of gullies and other small linear
features, possible field boundary ditches and three or four pits.

4.3.5

Three concentrations of archaeology were identified in Site 2, centred along
grid line TL 15640 44905 - TL 15690 44905. A similar pattern of archaeology
was recorded in each of the three concentrations. Activity on the site seems to
have started in the mid 1st century AD, with a high concentration of features
dating to the late 1st to late 2nd centuries. During the 3rd century, there seems to
have been relatively little activity, but in the 4th century, there seems to have
been an increasing amount of activity, with existing ditches being cleaned out
and new ones cut.

4.3.6 The eastern group of features was centred along grid line TL 15640 - TL
15650. Finds from Features 203, 212, 215, 2044, 2072 and 2074 have been
dated to the 1st and 2nd centuries, whilst pottery from Features 200, 202, 213
and 214 have been dated to the 4th century. A single modern field drain [201]
was the only post Roman feature in this area.
4.3.7

The earliest feature in this eastern group was north-south orientated Gully 212
[2042], which was cut into the natural. The sides were angled at about 75° to
the slightly rounded base. Its fill (2043) was a mid reddish brown silty clay.
No dateable material was recovered from the fill but it seems likely to date
from the late 1st or early 2nd century AD.

4.3.8 A small (0.25m dia) posthole [2044] cut Gully 212. Its fill consisted of mid
reddish brown silty clay. No other post-holes were identified in the area, so its
© ASC Ltd 2002
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function is unknown, but it could have been part of a fence line alongside the
ditch.
4.3.9 Gully 203 was orientated north to south, and cut Posthole 2044. This gully
was about 1.25m wide, with a depth of 0.3m. Its sides were angled at about
80° to the rounded base. A single segment [2040] of Gully 203 was excavated.
The fill (2041) comprised a dark yellowish brown sandy silt. Pottery
recovered from the fill dates the infilling of this gully to the late 1st or early 2nd
centuries AD.
4.3.10 Gully 215 was cut into natural subsoil, and was orientated north south. Three
segments were excavated across this feature [2050], [2054] and [2064]. Gully
215 was about 0.5m wide, with a depth of 0.2m. Its sides were angled at about
75° to the flat base. It was thought that this feature might have butt-ended
within Segment [2054] but it was not possible to verify this, as the fills were
similar. The fills of Gully 215 (2051, 2055 and 2065) were mid reddish-brown
sandy silts. Though no pottery was recovered from the feature, it is likely that
this ditch was filled sometime during the late 1st to late 2nd centuries AD.
4.3.11 Gully 2074, orientated east west, also cut the natural in this eastern
concentration of features. It was about 0.75m wide, with a depth of 0.35m. Its
north side was angled at about 50°, and its south side was almost vertical to the
flat base. Its fill (2075) consisted of mid reddish-brown silty sand. Two
sherds of pottery recovered from the feature indicate that the ditch was filled in
the 1st century AD.
4.3.12 A large sub circular pit [2072], 2.6m in diameter with a depth of 0.5m, cut
Gully 2074. Its sides were angled at about 45° to a flat base, suggesting that
the pit was open for some time and the sides were had become highly eroded.
Its fill (2073) consisted of a dark brown silty sand. Pottery recovered from the
fill indicates a late 1st to early 2nd century AD date for the filling of [2072].
4.3.13 Ditch 213 was orientated north-south and cut Pit 2072. Two segments were
excavated through 213 and a similar profile was observed in both sections.
This ditch was about 1.25m wide and 0.30m deep. The steep sides were
angled at about 80° to an uneven base. The fills (2061 and 2069) were mid
yellowish-brown silty sand. The limited number of pottery sherds recovered
from the fills have been dated to the late 2nd to 4th centuries, so a firm date for
Ditch 213 cannot be established.
4.3.14 Gully 214 was orientated east west and cut Ditch 213. Two segments [2066]
and [2070] were excavated. The gully was 0.85m wide with an excavated
depth of 0.30m. The sides were angled at about 75-80° to the concave base.
As the section was excavated at an oblique angle (segment [2066]) the base of
this cut was not reached in this segment. The fill consists of mid reddish
brown sandy silt. Finds recovered from the fill range in date from the mid 2nd
to mid 4th centuries.
4.3.15 Ditch 202 was orientated north south and cut Ditch 213. The excavated
segment [2058] was 0.85m wide with a depth of 0.30m. The steep concaved
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sides were angled at about 80° to the rounded base. The fill 2059 consisted of
mid reddish brown sandy silt. No finds were recovered from the fill of Ditch
202. As 4th-century pottery was recovered from the fill of Ditch 213, it seems
likely that Ditch 202 is also of 4th-century date.
4.3.16 Gully 200 was orientated north south, curving to the northeast. Four segments
were excavated (2046, 2048, 2056, 2063). This gully was about 1.25m wide
with a depth of 0.4-0.6m. The uneven sides were angled at between 40-60° to
the irregular base. The fill consisted of yellowish brown clayey silt. Pottery
recovered from the fills has been dated to the 4th century.
4.3.17 The latest feature in this eastern group of features was a trench cut for the
insertion of a modern east-west field drain, probably dating from the late 19th
or early 20th century.
4.3.18 The central group of features was centered along grid line TL 15650 - 15670.
Most features in this area seem to date from the 1st and 2nd centuries, with a
very limited number of new ditches being cut in the 4th century. Three features
(Gully 224 and Pits 220 and 2009) cut the natural in this central group of
features.
4.3.19 Gully 224 was orientated north south. The average width of this gully was
about 0.7m, with a surviving depth of 0.2m. The sides sloped very gently at
about 30° to a flat base. The basal fill (2123) consisted of light yellowish
brown sandy clay silt. The upper fill (2122) was distinguishable from (2123)
by being less clayey. No finds were recovered from this feature, but it seems
likely that it dates to the 1st or 2nd centuries, like Pit 205 that cuts Gully 224.
4.3.20 Pit 220 was sub circular with a diameter of about 1.00m, and was 0.75m deep.
The sides were almost vertical to the uneven base. The basal fill (2100) was
dark olive brown silty clay. The upper fill (2099) was hardly distinguishable
from (2100) being just a little lighter in colour. No finds or other dating
material was found within the fill.
4.3.21 Pit 219 was sub circular, with a diameter of 1.9m and a depth ranging from
0.45 at the southern end of the pit to 0.9m at its northern end. Two segments
were excavated [2094] and [2108]. The fills (213-214) and (2109-2112)
consisted of a series of brown and olive-brown sandy silts with varying
amounts of clay content. Finds recovered from the upper fill have been dated
to the mid to late 1st century. The general good condition of the pot suggests
that it had not been lying around exposed for any prolonged period. Though
this cut has been designated as a pit, it was not particularly clear during the
excavation if it was a pit or the butt end of a north-south ditch.
4.3.22 Pit 205 cut Gully 224. In plan the pit was sub oval with its longer east west
axis measuring 4.0m and its shorter north south axis 3.0m with a depth of
1.2m. Two segments [2021] and [2023] were excavated. The sides were
almost vertical at 80-90° to a flat base. The fills consisted of a series of mid
brown sandy silts with varying amounts of clay content. Finds from the fills of
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205 have been dated to the later part of the 2nd century. No obvious function
for the pit was established during the excavation.
4.3.23 Pit 2009 was irregular in shape and cut the natural subsoil. The pits sides were
roughly 0.9m in length, with a depth of 0.15m. The concave sides were angled
at about 70° to a flat base. The fill (2010) consisted of dark brown sandy silt.
No finds were recovered from the fill, but it seems likely that this pit was cut
during the late 1st or 2nd centuries.
4.3.24 Ditch 216 cut Pit 205. Three segments [2011], [2027] and [2034] were
excavated along the length of the ditch. Ditch 216 was orientated north south
before turning east west in Segment 2034. The cut was about 0.95m wide with
a depth of 0.45m. The concave sides were angled at about 75° to the flat base.
The fill (2012), (2028) and (2035) consisted of dark reddish brown sandy silt.
Pottery recovered from the fill indicate a date of the infilling of this feature to
the later part of the 2nd century.
4.3.25 Pit 2031 was a re-cut of Pit 205. It was roughly circular in shape with a
diameter of 0.85m and a depth of 0.55m. The concave sides sloped gently at
about 30° to the slightly rounded base. The fill (2018) consisted of dark brown
sand, with about a 10-15% concentration of stones and flints. Finds recovered
from the fill suggest that this feature was filled sometime during the mid 2nd
century.
4.3.26 Pit 2033 was a re-cut of Pit 205 after Ditch 216 went out of use. During the
excavation it was not possible to determine the shape in plan of Pit 2033, but it
was at least 1.15m long, and 0.65m deep. The fill consisted of mid brown silty
sand with frequent medium sized stones. No dateable finds were recovered
from the fill, but it seems likely that this feature was cut roughly at the same
time as the surrounding features in the mid to late 2nd century.
4.3.27 Gully 208 was orientated east west, and cut Gully 224 and Pit 219. It was
about 0.7m wide with a depth of 0.75m. Its concave sides sloped at about 75°
to the flat base. The fills (2095, 2116-2118) were all olive-brown silty clays.
4.3.28 Gully 218 was orientated southeast northwest and cut Gully 224 and Pit 219.
This feature was about 0.85m wide with a depth of 0.4m. The steep concave
sides were angled at about 80° to the flat base. Its fill (2097) was mid brown
silty clay. Two sherds of pottery indicate that the infilling of this ditch
occurred not earlier than the late 1st or early 2nd centuries.
4.3.29 The fourth century is represented by a series of ditches and gullies sealed by
the ploughsoil.
4.3.30 Gully 221 was orientated north-south and cut Gully 208. The gully was about
0.65m wide with a depth of 0.4m. The concave sides sloped at about 50° to a
flat base. The fills (2119-2120) consisted of brown and olive brown silty
sands. Finds from the upper fill (2119) indicate that this feature was filled in
the 4th century.
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4.3.31 Ditch 217 was orientated southeast northwest and cut Gully 208. Ditch 217
was nearly 4.0m wide with a depth of 0.6m. The steep sides sloped at about
75° to the flat base. The fill consisted of dark brown silty clay. From the
pottery recovered from the feature it seems likely that the ditch was filled in
the mid 3rd to mid 4th centuries. As little evidence of 3rd-century activity has
been recorded on the site it seems reasonable to suggest that Ditch 217 is a 4thcentury feature.
4.3.32 Ditch 216 was orientated north south and cut the natural sub soil. The cut was
about 1.4m wide with a depth of almost 0.5m. The steep sides sloped at about
75° to the uneven base. The fill (2006) consisted of brown silty clay. Finds
recovered from the fill indicate a 4th century date for the infilling of Ditch 216.
4.3.33 The western group of features are again predominantly of late 1st to late 2nd
century date with a few 4th century additions.
4.3.34 Ditch 210 was orientated north south and cut the natural subsoil. Two
segments were excavated through this ditch [2078, 2088], the former
incorporating a ditch terminal. The feature was about 0.75m wide with a depth
of 0.3m. Its very steep sides were angled at about 80° to the concave base.
The fills (2079 and 2091) were mid olive to yellowish-brown sandy silts, with
a certain amount of clay content. Although the pottery recovered from the fill
of Ditch 210 could not be dated with any accuracy, sherds from Ditch 209,
which cuts Ditch 210, have been dated to the mid to late 2nd century.
4.3.35 Posthole 2080 was roughly circular in shape, with a diameter of 0.45m. The
sides of the cut were angled at about 80°. The fill (2081) was dark olivebrown sandy silt. No finds were recovered from the fill of the posthole. As
Ditch 209 cuts Posthole 210 it is unlikely that the latter is later than mid 2nd
century.
4.3.36 Ditch 209 was orientated north south and cut Ditch 210 and Posthole 2080.
Two segments [2076] and [2088] were excavated through this ditch. The ditch
was 1.3m wide with a depth of 0.55m. The sides were about 70° to the
rounded base. The fills consisted of mid brown sandy silts with varying clay
content. Finds from the basal fill (2077) have been identified as mid to late 2nd
century.
4.3.37 The only other feature discovered was a single shallow grave [2002] located
towards the eastern extent of the site. The grave contained a single crouched
inhumation, badly degraded by ploughing. The insertion of a modern field
drain [2007] had further disturbed the eastern end of the burial.
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Figure 6: Harris Matrix for Area 2
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Figure 7:Plan of Site 2
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Site 3
Site 3 was located immediately to the north of the B658 Biggleswade to Shefford road.
The B658 runs against the northern boundary of Broom Quarry. In recent years,
extensive excavations at Broom Quarry by Cambridge Archaeology Unit have
revealed a considerable number of late Iron Age and Romano-British features. Aerial
photographs in the Bedfordshire SMR indicate that archaeological features extend into
the fields to the north of the B658. The geophysical survey for Site 3 was
inconclusive, though with the aerial photographic data it seemed likely that
archaeological features would be present there. However, no archaeological features
or artefacts were identified in stripping Site 3. As the pipe trench was being cut it was
possible to confirm that no linear features crossed the area. The absence of
archaeological features and finds in Site 3 indicate that Broom Quarry and the features
seen to the north of Area 3 are not part of a continuous site. Despite the absence of
features in Site 3, it seems likely that the archaeology excavated at Broom Quarry and
the features seen to the north of Site 3 are part of the same prehistoric landscape.

4.5

Site 4
Site 4 was located at the junction of the B658 and Gypsy Lane a minor road leading
southwards towards the village of Broom. This area was designated for special
attention as a series of crop marks (SMR 15099) lie to the west of the area. During the
fieldwork no features or artefacts were identified in this area.

4.6

Site 5
4.6.1

Site 5 was located along the eastern side of Gypsy Lane, and was sited to
investigate a circular ditched feature, possibly a ring ditch, identified by the
geophysical survey (Johnson 2001, Figs 25, 26). After the area was stripped
no features were visible, but the subsoil appeared to be an alluvial deposit. As
the geophysical anomaly was so strong, it was decided to hand excavate two
north-south trenches where the ditch was expected to be. The eastern trench
was 1.00m deep. Only a few small poorly defined, possibly natural features
were identified, cut into the natural. No trace of the circular feature revealed
by the geophysical survey could be found.

4.6.2 Gully/Slot [5009] was orientated roughly east to west, curving slightly towards
the southeast. This feature was about 0.3m wide with a maximum depth of
0.2m. Its sides were almost vertical and the base of the cut was flat. The fill
consisted of dark yellowish brown silty clay with frequent flecks of charcoal,
but no artefacts. It is uncertain whether this feature was of natural or manmade origin.
4.6.3 Feature [5007] was sub-circular in plan with a diameter of about 0.4m, and a
depth of 0.15m. It could have been a posthole, but seems more likely to have
been a natural hollow. The fill was dark yellowish brown silty clay, with
frequent charcoal flecks and occasional small stones. No artefacts were
recovered from the fill.
4.6.4 Gully/Slot [5005] was orientated east to west. This feature had almost vertical
sides and a flat base, and was c.0.25m wide and 0.2m deep. Cut into its base
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were three roughly circular shallow depressions, with a maximum depth of
0.15m. The fill was a dark yellowish brown silty clay with occasional charcoal
flecks and small stones, but no artefacts. This feature could be either a
structural slot with postholes in the base, or a natural feature.

Plate 8: Features in the eastern trench, Site 5

4.7

Plate 9: The western trench, Site 5

Site 6
4.7.1

Site 6 was located between the River Ivel and the Langford road at a height of
c. 27mOD. Soils in this area were generally light and sandy: prior to the
excavation the field had held a crop of potatoes.

4.7.2 This area was designated for excavation as Roman inhumations had been
found nearby in the 19th century (HER 5216), and it was thought possible that
further burials might be uncovered during the construction of the pipeline.
4.7.3

The features identified in the excavation of Site 6 were located in a 15m band
at the west end of the area. They comprised three or four small north-south
ditches, terminating at their northern ends. A considerable amount of Roman
pottery and a number of oyster shells were recovered from the layer sealing the
ditches and their fills. This quantity of domestic-type finds might indicate the
presence of a settlement in the vicinity, probably to the north or west.

Plate 10: Ditches in Site 6
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Figure 8: Plan of Site 6
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Sites 7 and 8
No archaeological features were identified in Sites 7 and 8. The soil profile in these areas
was different to that in the surrounding areas, having only a very thin layer of topsoil.
According to local sources, the topsoil had been taken from this area a number of years
previously to cover a disused landfill site near Biggleswade.

4.9

Site 9
4.9.1

Site 9 was located immediately south of the Toplers Hill water tower. To the
west of the site, during improvement works to the A1 in 1997/8, an evaluation
by Bedfordshire Archaeology uncovered a number of Bronze Age or early Iron
Age features (BCAS 1998, 1999).

4.9.2 About 150m north of the water tower, cut into the natural clay subsoil was a
single oval shaped pit [9001]. This measured 0.9 × 0.7m with a depth of 0.6m.
Its primary fill (9004) consisted of grey brown clayey silt with a few small
stones. Overlying (9004) and against the sides of the pit there was a deposit of
yellowish brown silty clay (9003), probably representing slumping from the
sides. The latest fill of the pit (9002) was olive brown sandy silt. Within
(9002) was a large quantity of charcoal, especially towards the base of the fill.
Pottery from (9002) suggests that this pit was filled during the late Bronze Age
or early Iron Age.
4.9.3 No other features or finds were observed within Site 9

Plate 11: Pit 9001, Site 9
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Figure 9: Plan and section of Pit 9001, Site 9
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5

Conclusion

5.1

The watching brief and excavations along the route of the Biggleswade Reinforcement
Water Main pipeline route have enabled a considerable swath of the mid
Bedfordshires landscape to be examined in a single project. The route commenced in
the archaeologically rich Ouse Valley, crossing the apparently archaeologically barren
Greensand Ridge and descending into the Ivel Valley with its extensive prehistoric
cropmark sites. From the evidence obtained during the project it is clear that the route
did not disturb any major settlements, and it is most likely that it passed through areas
which have never been anything more than agricultural land with scattered farmsteads
and hamlets, much as is still evident today. Archaeological features were revealed and
excavated in four of the nine possible locations identified along the pipeline route by
the desk-based study and geophysical survey.

5.2

On the heavy clay soils of the Ivel Valley, which extends from the start of the pipeline
route to the foot of the Greensand Ridge, no archaeological finds or features were
identified. From the base of the ridge to Site 1, there was evidence of the typical
medieval pattern of ridge and furrow ploughing. On Site 1 the presence of 1st century
cremations and Roman drainage ditches indicates that parts of the northwest-facing
slope of the ridge was being used for both burial and agriculture. On this evidence it
seems likely that the upper slopes of the ridge were not heavily wooded at this time. It
can also be assumed that a small farmstead or settlement existed in the vicinity during
the 1st or early 2nd centuries AD. A possible candidate for this might be the cropmark
site HER 16752, which lies c.400m south of Site 1.

5.3

On the east part of the route, the largest and possibly the most significant site
examined was Site 2. Here the geophysical survey indicated the presence of a
complex of pits and ditches. This was largely confirmed by the excavation, which
revealed three concentrations of inter-cutting features, mostly field boundaries, and
some pits, all of Roman date. Most features appeared to be of late 1st to 2nd-century
date, though a few ditches were not infilled until the 4th century. Quantities of pottery
sherds and animal bone again indicated the presence of occupation nearby: in this
instance, the most likely location for this is the cropmark site HER 16787, Comprising
a trapezoid enclosure which lies immediately to the north of Site 2.

5.4

Moving eastwards, the pipeline route passed to the north of Broom Quarry, where
activity from the Bronze Age onwards has been amply recorded. As there are
extensive spreads of cropmarks to the north (HER 9093) and east (HER 15099) of the
quarry it was supposed that these were in effect an extension of the Broom Quarry
site, and that the pipeline route would encounter significant archaeology in this area.
The fact that neither the geophysical survey nor the controlled topsoil stripping and
subsequent watching brief in Sites 3 and 4 revealed any archaeological features cannot
be readily explained. One possible explanation is that Area 3 was either part of a
large ditchless field or a narrow dead area between two areas of activity during the
later Iron Age and Roman period.

5.5

The circular feature shown in the geophysical survey on Site 5 proved to be similarly
elusive, and even more inexplicable. The geophysical evidence for this feature
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appeared quite conclusive, but supervised topsoil stripping and a considerable trial
excavation failed to locate it. The reason for this remains uncertain.
5.6

Excavations at Site 6 revealed a concentration of ditch endings, all of Roman date.
The finds recovered from them indicate the presence nearby of a hitherto unrecorded
occupation site, possibly in the field to the north. As the pipeline was drilled through
that area, no opportunity was afforded to test this hypothesis.

5.7

To the east of the railway crossing, Sites 7 and 8 proved barren, confirming the results
of the geophysical survey. It was evident here that the most of the topsoil had been
removed from this area in the recent past for re-use elsewhere, an operation that most
likely would have severely damaged or destroyed any archaeology that might have
been present.

5.8

On Site 9, the isolated Bronze Age pit may relate to the contemporary activity
recorded in recent excavations at Toplers Hill, 150m to the north.

5.9

In conclusion, it seems reasonable to say that the archaeological strategy adopted to
minimise the impact of the pipeline on the archaeology along its route was successful.
With the exception of the circular feature on Site 5, the geophysical survey results
were largely in agreement with the findings of the monitored stripping and watching
brief. No unexpected sites were discovered during the watching brief. It might be
argued that fieldwalking the route, and possibly trial trenching the anomalies revealed
in the geophysical survey, might have been of use in adjusting the final course of the
pipeline to minimise its archaeological impact still further. However, given the nature
of the access problems inherent in this type of project, and the fact that sufficient
provision was made to deal with any archaeology, known or unsuspected, that might
be revealed during construction, use of these additional investigative techniques
would probably not have made any difference in this case.
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Appendix 1: Summary Tables
Site 1
Context Register
Context
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020

Type
Topsoil
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Slot
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Furrow
Fill
Pit
Fill
Hearth
Deposit
Gully

1021
1022
1023

Fill
Gully
Fill

Description
Dark humic soil over the whole site
North-west south-east ditch 0.9m wide
Dark yellowish brown fill of ditch 1002,
North-west south-east ditch 1.2m wide
Dark greyish brown silty clay with a fairly high concentration of stones.
Small straight sided cut0
Dark yellowish brown clay cut by ditch 1004
Modern drainage ditch, 1.7m wide. Shotgun cases found in the lower part of the fill.
Dark brown silty clay with frequent pebbles.
Continuation of Ditch 1004
Dark brown silty clay
Continuation of Ditch 1002
Dark yellowish silty clay
One of a number of parallel plough furrows.
Dark brown silty clay, containing frequent small pebbles.
Sub oval pit? Possibly a natural hollow
Orange brown clay filling Pit 1016
Base of a small burnt feature, with an outer ring of burnt cobbles bonded with fire reddened clay
Dark yellowish brown silty clay filling the area inside Hearth 1019
Small gully beside Hearth 1019. No definite interpretation but might relate to a small structure associated
with the hearth.
Yellowish brown clay filling Gully 1020
Small gully cut through natural
Yellowish grey brown clay filling gully 1023

Plan Register
Sheet No
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Drawing No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Scale
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20

Details
[1002, 1004, 1006
[1008]
[1504]
[1502]
[1501]
[1500]
[1505]
[1010], [1012]
[1503]
[1016]
[1507]
[1508]
[1018], [1020]
[1022]
[1506]

Section Register
Sheet No
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Drawing No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Scale
1:10
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:10
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10

Contexts
[1002], [1004]
[1008]
[1506]
[1502]
[1500]
[1504]
[1505]
[1010], [1012]
[1509]
[1507]
[1508]
[1016]
[1018]
[1020]
[1022]
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Bulk Finds Register
Context
1003
1004
1005
1009
1011
1504

No.
4
25
18
1

Pottery
Wt (g)
10
125
245
5

No.

50
18

360+

Bone
Wt (g)

No.

Flint
Wt(g)

Oyster Shell
No.
Wt(g)

Stone
No.

No.

Other
Wt(g)

Sample (%)
100

Sample (litres)
10

Bone (g)
239

100

10

72

100

20

62

100

10

7

100

20

950

100

20

95

100

10

7

100

10

1

100

30

116

Wt(g)

1390
270

1080

Registered finds: none
Samples: none
Skeletons: none
Cremation Register
Cremation No
1500
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1507
1508

Description
Circular cut. Filled with yellowish brown clay, created bone and some
charcoal.
Oval shaped cut, vertical sides. Fill of dark yellowish brown clay, much
cremated bone and charcoal.
Bell shaped cut, with 2 distinct chambers. Filled with dark yellowish
brown clay, cremated bone, charcoal and 2 fragmentary pots.
Shallow sub circular cut. Filled with dark yellowish brown clay, some
cremated bone and charcoal.
Oval shaped cut. Filled with yellowish brown clay, some cremated bone
and charcoal.
Very shallow cut. Filled with yellowish brown clay, some cremated bone
and charcoal.
Sub oval shaped cuts near vertical sides. Filled with dark yellowish
brown clay, much charcoal towards the base and some cremated bone
Sub oval shaped cut. Filled with dark yellowish brown clay, some
cremated bone and charcoal
Sub oval shaped cut. Filled with dark yellowish brown clay, some
cremated bone and charcoal
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Site 2
Context Register
Context
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065

Type
Fill
Grave
Furrow
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Field Drain
Fill
Pit
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Gully
Fill
Furrow
Fill
Fill
Post Hole
Fill
Pit
Fill
Pit
Fill
Fill
Fill
Gully
Fill
Pit
Fill
Pit
Fill
Pit
Gully
Fill
Fill
Fill
Natural
Fill
Gully
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Post hole
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Pipe
Trench
Fill
Gully
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
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Description
Fill of Grave 2002
Very indistinct cut of a grave.
North south furrow
Fill of furrow 2003
Segment of a north south ditch
Brown silty clay fill of ditch 2005
East west field drain
Fill of modern field drain
Large irregular shaped pit cut
Dark brown sandy silt fill of pit 2009
Segment of a north south ditch
Dark reddish brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 2011
Segment of north south gully
Dark brown clayey silt fill of gully 2014
North south furrow
Light yellowish brown clayey silt fill of furrow 2016
Dark brown sandy silt fill of re-cut pit 2031
Roughly, circular cut 0.4m in diameter, very steep sides.
Brown slity clay fill of post-hole 2019. No evidence of a post pipe
Primary cut of a large irregular shaped pit
Mid greenish brown sandy fill of pit 2021
Large sub circular pit 4 x 3m steep to vertical sides containing Roman domestic rubbish
Mid brown silty sand filling pit 2033
Red brown silty sand fill of pit 2023
Pale yellowish brown sandy silt fill in pit 2023. Re-deposited natural from the pit sides
Segment of a curving gully
Brown silty clay fill of gully 2027
Small Sub rectangular pit cut
Brown silty clay fill of pit 2029
Re-cut of Pit 2021, circular in plan.
Dark browney orange sandy intermediate fill of pit 2031
Re-cut of pit 2023, only seen in section
Segment of an east west gully.
Mid brown silty sand fill of Gully 2034
Mid yellowish brown to olive sandy silt fill of Pit 2023
Mid grey and yellowish brown silty clay forming the primary fill of Pit 2023
Overcut in Pit 2023
Slumping of pale yellowish brown silty sand on the sides of Pit 2023
Segment of a north south gully.
Mid olive brown sandy silt fill of Gully 2040
Segment of north south ditch
Mid reddish brown silty clay fill of Ditch 2042
Circular post hole cut
Mid reddish brown silty clay fill of Post hole 2044
Segment of north south curving gully
Light yellowish brown clayey silt fill of Gully 2046
Segment of north south gully
Mid yellowish brown clayey silt fill of Gully 2048
Segment of north south gully
Mid yellowish brown clayey silt fill of Gully 2050
Modern east west field drain
Fill of land drain 2052
Segment of north south gully
Mid reddish brown sandy silt fill of Gully 2054
Segment of north south ditch
Dark reddish brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 2056
Segment of north south ditch
Mid reddish brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 2058
Segment of north south ditch
Mid reddish brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 2060
Segment of north south gully
Dark brown silty sand fill of Gully 2062
Segment of north south gully
Dark brown silty sand fill of gully 2064
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2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100
2101
2102
2103
2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
2115
2116
2117
2118
2119
2120
2121
2122
2123
2024

Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Pit
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Post Hole
Fill
Gully
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Gully
Fill
Ditch/Pit
Fill
Gully
Fill
Pit
Fill
Fill
Gully
Fill
Fill
Fill
Primary Fill
Post Hole/ pit
Fill
Duplicate
No.
Fill
Fill
Fill
Fill
Fill
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Fill
Fill
Fill
Fill
Gully
Fill
Fill
Gully
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Segment of east west gully
Mid reddish brown sandy silt fill of Gully 2066
Segment of north south gully
Mid yellowish brown silty sand fill of Gully 2068
Segment of east west gully
Mid reddish brown sandy silt fill of Gully 2070
Oval pit
Dark brown silty sand fill of Pit 2072p
Segment of east west gully
Silty sand fill of Gully 2074
Segment of north south gully
Mid brown sandy silt fill of Gully 2076
Segment of north south ditch
Mid olive brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 2078
Sub circular post hole
Dark olive brown sandy silt fill of post hole 2081
Segment of
Mid olive / orange brown sand silt fill of Gully 2083
Segment of north south re-cut ditch
Dark greyish brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 2085
Segment of north south ditch
Dark brown silty clay fill of Gully 2086
Segment of north south gully
Dark yellowish brown silty clay upper fill of Gully 2089
Segment of north south gully
Dark yellowish brown silty clay fill of Gully 2090
Segment of SE-NW ditch
Dark brown silty clay fill of Ditch 2092
Segment of a pit/ ditch
Mid olive brown silty clay upper fill of feature 2115
Segment of SE-NW gully
Mid brown silty clay fill of Gully 2096
Cut of sub-circular pit
Mid olive brown upper fill of Pit 2098
Dark olive brown silty clay basal fill of Pit 2098
Segment of east west ditch
Mid brown upper fill of Ditch 2101
Dark brown intermediate fill of Ditch 2101
Mid orange brown basal fill of Ditch 2101
Mid olive brown sandy silt basal fill of Ditch 2088
Sub oval post hole or pit
Mid orange brown fill of post hole/ pit
See 2094
Mid brown silty clay intermediate fill of Pit/ Ditch 2094
Mid brown silty clay intermediate fill of Pit/ Ditch 2094
Mid brown clayey silt intermediate fill of Pit/ Ditch 2094
Dark olive brown sandy silt intermediate fill of Pit/ Ditch 2094
Mid brown clayey silt intermediate fill of Pit/ Ditch 2094
Dark olive brown basal fill of Pit/ Ditch 2094
Segment of east west ditch
Mid olive brown silty clay upper fill of Ditch 2115
Mid olive brown intermediate fill of Ditch 2115
Mid olive brown basal fill of Ditch 2115
Mid brown silty sand fill of Gully 2121
Mid olive/ brown basal fill of Gully 2121
Segment of north south gully
Light yellowish brown upper fill of Gully 2124
Light yellowish brown sandy clay silty basal fill of Gully 2124
Segment of north south gully
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Plan Register
Sheet No
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
8
8
8
8
8
10
11
13
13
13

Drawing No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Scale
1:50
1:50
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:20
1:50
1:50
1:20
1:20
1:20

Details
Pre-Excavation Plan {West}
Post Excavation Plan {West}
[2011] [2003]
SK 2000 {Overlay}
SK2000
[2002]
[2007]
[2005]
[2027]=[2011]&[2019]
[2014] [2016]
[2023] [2021]
[2040] [2042] [2044]
[2046] [2048] [2050]
[2040] [2062] [2064] [2042]
[2068] [2074] [2072]
[2066] [2060] [2058] [2056] [2054]
[2070]
Pre-Excavation Plan {East}
Post Excavation Plan {East}
[2098] [2096] [2094]
[2086] [2090] [2088]
[2082] [2076] [2078] [2080]

Drawing No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Scale
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10

Contexts
[2011] [2003]
[2005]
[2002]
[2019]
[2014] [2016]
[2021]
[2027] [2029]
[2033] [2035]
[2040] [2042]
[2054] [2056] [2058] [2060]
[2064] [2062]
[2074] [2072] [2068]
[2074]
[2070]
[2046] [2048] [2050]
[2076] [2078] [2082]
[2082] [2080] [2076]
[2086] [2088] [2090]
[2086] [2088] [2090]
[2092] [2101]
[2092] [2115]

Section Register
Sheet No
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
7
6
7
7
7
6
9
9
12
12
7
7

Bulk Finds Register
Context
2004
2006
2012
2015
2017
2018
2020
2024
2025
2026
2028
2036
2037
2041
2047

No.
12
123
49
10
9
57
1
64
25
1
12
8
3
6
5
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Pottery
Wt (g)
5
1780
635
90
125
820
<5
765
465
15
60
65
5
60
65

No.
2
42
6
5
8
27

Bone
Wt (g)
10
610
15
15
315
255

33
14

420
235

1

10

9
36

360
1390

No.

Flint
Wt(g)

Oyster Shell
No.
Wt(g)

2
2

<5
15

2

5

1

5

6

25

1

25

1

5

Stone
No.

Wt(g)

No.
3
1

1
11*

1

Other
Wt(g)
185
230

90
30

25
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2049
2051
2057
2061
2063
2069
2071
2073
2075
2077
2079
2083
2086
2095
2097
2102
2107
2109
2119

19

495

8
1
2
1
1
116
2
10
1
19
22
4
3
1
4
9
30

30
<5
15
<5
<5
2230
50
120
<5
305
1135
350
140
<5
275
690
895
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113
18
25
11
363
4
4
7
16
2
2
19
28
69
1
16
1

2315
80
295
1025
4125
15
<5
340
135
<5
65
770
770
1010
245
520
65

34

1465

1

<5

1

<5

1

5

1

235

1<5

Registered finds
Registered Find No.
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Context No.
2006
2012
2012
2004
2012
2006
2036
2061
2077

Material
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

Description
1 object
2 nails
1 object. Hook?
1 nail
1 object
6 nails
1 nail
4 objects
2 nails

Sample Register
SAMPLE No
1
2
3

CONTEXT NO
2025
2037
2077

SAMPLE TYPE
Bulk Deposit -Fill
Primary Pit Fill
Primary Ditch Fill

QUANTITY
3 x10 Ltrs
2 x10 Ltrs
1 x10 Ltrs

Skeleton Register
SKELETON No
2000

CONTEXT No
2001

Cremations: none
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Site 5
Context Register
Context
5001
5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5007
5008
5009
5010
5011
5012
5013

Type
Topsoil
Layer
Ditch
Fill
Slot
Fill
Post-hole
Fill
Gully/ Slot
Fill
Layer
Fill
Ditch?

Description
Dark yellowish brown silty clay
Yellowish brown silty clay. Alluvium
Curvi linear below 5002
Yellowish brown silty clay fill of [5003]
E-W slot with very near vertical sides
Dark Yellowish brown silty clay fill of [5005]
Sub circular cut below layer 5002
Yellowish brown silty clay fill of [5007]
Narrow slot with near vertical sides, might be a natural feature/ animal
Dark yellowish brown silty clay fill of [5009]
Same as 5002
Dark Yellowish brown silty clay fill of [5013
Very shallow feature sealed by 5011

Plan Register
Sheet No
1

Drawing No
1

Scale
1:20

Details
[5005], [5007], [5009]

Drawing No
1
2
3

Scale
1:10
1:10
1:20

Details
N facing section of trial trench
[5007]
5002, [5003], [5005], [5009],

Section Register
Sheet No
1
1
1

Bulk Finds: none
Registered Finds: none
Samples: none
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Site 6
Context Register
Context
6001
6002
6003
6004
6005
6006
6007
6008
6009
6010
6011
6012
6013
6014
6015
6016
6017

Type
Topsoil
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Slot
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill
Ditch
Fill

Description
Shallow east to west ditch
Mid orange brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 6002
Shallow east to west ditch
Dark orange brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 6004
East to west slot
Mid orange brown sandy silt fill of Slot 6006
Butt end of an east to west ditch
Orange brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 6008
Butt end of an east to west ditch
Orange brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 6010
Butt end of an east to west ditch
Greyish brown sand silt fill of Ditch 6012
Butt end of an east to west ditch
Orange brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 6014
Butt end of an east to west ditch
Orange brown sandy silt fill of Ditch 6016

Plan Register
Sheet No
1

Drawing No
1

Scale
1:20

Details
[6002], [6004], [6006], [6008], [6010], [6012],
[6014], [6016]

Drawing No
1
2
3

Scale
1:10
1:10
1:10

Details
[6002], [6006], [6004]
[6008], [6010], [6014], [6016]
[6012]

Section Register
Sheet No
1
1
1

Bulk Finds Register
Context
6003
6005
6007
6009
6011
6012
6013
6015
6017

No.
22
23
3
19
22
2
1
59
173

Pottery
Wt (g)
1140
245
54
365
285
5
25
1225
3295

No.
18
12
2
15
2
1
1
15
44

Bone
Wt (g)
610
115
<5
270
<5
5
5
410
510

No.

Flint
Wt(g)

Oyster Shell
No.
Wt(g)
60
1060
39
880
16
320
23
640
12
190

11
38

220
760

Stone
No.

Wt(g)

1

1150

No.

Other
Wt(g)

Registered finds
Registered Find No.
6001
6002
6003
6004

Context No.
6001
6015
6017
6009

Material
Bone
Fe
Fe
Fe

Description
1 needle
2 nails
9 nails
3 nail

Samples: none
Skeletons: none
Cremations: none
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Site 9
Context Register
Context
9001
9002
9003
9004

Type
Pit
Fill
Fill
Fill

Description
Steep sided sub oval shaped pit 0.65m deep
Olive brown sandy silt fill of pit 9001
Yellow brown silty clay fill on the edge of pit 9001
Grey brown clayey silt forming the basal fill of pit 9001

Plan Register
Sheet No
1

Drawing No
1

Scale
1:20

Details
[9001]

Drawing No
1

Scale
1:10

Details
[9001]

Section Register
Sheet No
1

Bulk Finds Register
Context

Pottery

Bone

Flint

Oyster Shell

Stone

Other

9002
9003
9004

Registered Finds: none
Sample Register
Sample No
1

Context No
9002

Sample Type
Bulk

Quantity
3 x10 Ltrs

Skeletons: none
Cremations: none
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Appendix 2: Site 2 Sections
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Appendix 3: Pottery Summary
The Late Iron Age and Roman Pottery (A Provisional Dating Report)
A. R. Fawcett BA, MA
Introduction

This report provides dating evidence for each context and feature that contained pottery from
the Cardington-Biggleswade Reinforcement Main, Bedfordfordshire. Dating is based (where
possible) upon both the identification of form and fabric. The report also contains a brief
summary of the results of analysis.
Methodology

Quantification is by sherd count and weight per fabric. A synopsis of the results are presented
below. The assemblage from each context was given a brief macroscopic examination. No
detailed fabric description of any of the material and no detailed comparison with other
material of a similar nature has been attempted. The spot date for each context is based upon
the most recent sherd. However, where applicable a range is given and comments directed
toward the condition of the majority of pottery. Fabric and form keys are provided below to
ease reference. The fabric key uses two sets of codes, those which relate to the national
system (Tomber & Dore 1998) and those in bold, which represent the Bedfordshire type
series (Slowikowski pers. comm).
Fabric Key
F01A (UNS FL) Unsourced flint tempered ware
F06B (SOB GT) Southern British grog tempered ware
F09B (UNS SG) Unsourced shell & grog tempered ware
R01A (LMV SA) Les Martres-de-Veyre samian ware (central Gaul)
(LEZ SA 1)
Lezoux samian ware category one (central Gaul)
(LEZ SA 2)
Lezoux samian ware category two (central Gaul)
R01B (LGF SA) La Graufesenque samian ware (southern Gaul)
(MONSA) Montans samian ware (southern Gaul)
R01C (ARG SA) Argonne samian ware (eastern Gaul)
(CHF SA) Chemery-Faulquemont samian ware (eastern Gaul)
(RHZ SA) Rheinzabern samian ware (eastern Gaul)
R03A (VER WH)
Verulamium white ware
R03E (UNS WH)
Unsourced white ware
R04E (COL CC) Colchester colour coated ware
R05A (UNS OX) Unsourced oxidised ware
R06A (LNV RE) Lower Nene Valley reduced ware
R06B (GRS)
Unsourced coarse sandy grey wares
R06C (GRF)
Unsourced fine sandy grey ware
R06E (GRS)
Unsourced sandy grey wares (calcareous)
R06H (UNS WS)
Unsourced white slipped ware
R07A (DOR BB 1)
Dorset black burnished ware category one
R07B (UNS BB) Unsourced black burnished ware (copying form & fabric of DOR BB 1)
R09D (BSW)
Black surfaced or Romanising grey wares (including R06F)
R10C (VER WS) Verulamium white slipped ware
R12B (LNV WH)
Lower Nene Valley white ware (mortaria)
R12B (LNV CC) Lower Nene Valley colour coated ware
R11E (OXF WH)
Oxford white ware (mortaria)
R11G (OXF RS) Oxford red/brown slipped ware
R13 (HAR SH) Shelly wares (Harrold shell tempered ware)
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R22A (HAD OX)
Hadham oxidised ware
R22B (HAD RE 1)
Hadham reduced ware category one
R26 (GAB TN) Gallo-Belgic terra nigra
R35 (SOB GT) Southern British grog tempered ware
R38 (UNS CC) Unsourced colour coated ware
P30 (STF SL)
Staffordshire slipped ware
P55 (MOD WE) Modern white glazed earthenware
(fabrics with St attached indicates storage jar fabric: italics denote unsure identification or date)

Form Key
B = Dish, C = Bowl, D = Mortaria, G = Jar, J = Flagon, T = cup

Ceramic Catalogue
CONTEXT
CERAMIC LISTING
Area 1
1003
1 x F06B [SOB GT] - (3g)
2 x F09 [UNS SG] - (7g)
1004
18 x F06B [SOB GT] - (64g)
12 x F09 [UNS SG] - (68g)

DATE RANGE

COMMENTS

c 20BC to c AD70

At least two of the sherds are hand-made. All three
are very small and considerably abraded.
All of the grog tempered sherds belong to the same
jar base. The fabric is wheel thrown. The sand
and grogged sherds also form part of a base. All of
the sherds display abrasion.
The sherd is small and very abraded. However, it
appears to be in the B1-1 jar range (Thompson
1982, 85).
The R07B sherd is small and abraded.

c 20BC to c AD70

1009

1 x F09 [UNS SG] - G - (9g)

c 20BC to c AD70

1023

1 x R07B [UNS BB] - (8g)
1 x R22A [ HAD OX] - (10g)

3rd to 4th C AD

Area 2
Line
515680 N
Surface
finds
2004
2006
Surface
finds

2012

1 x R06H [UNS WS] - ?J -(10g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - (10g)
3 x R13 [HAR SH] - (11g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH] - (34g)
1 x R07B [UNS BB] - (8g)
2 x R01B [LGF SA] - AD55 to 110 - (6g)
1 x R01A [LEZ SA 1] - 1st C AD - (2g)
2 x R11G [OXF RS] - AD240 to 410 - (6g)
9 x R12B [LNV CC] - G mid/late 4th C AD (62g)
1 x R38 [UNS CC] - (29g)
1 x R03A [VER WH] - (19g)
1 x 12A [LNV WH] - D 3rd to 4th C AD (20g)
2 x R22A [HAD OX] - (19g)
1 x R05A [UNS OX] - (3g)
7 x R09D [BSW] - G 2nd C+ - (32g)
10 x R07A [DOR BB1] - B 4th C AD B early
to late 2nd C AD, G - (109g)
11 x R07B [UNS BB] - B late 4th C AD (123g)
22 x R06B [GRS] - G late 1st to 2nd C AD,
G 2nd C AD+ - (154g)
3 x R06E [GRS] - (29g)
1 x R22B [HAD RE 1] - (2g)
32 x R13 [HAR SH] - C flanged late 3rd to
4th C AD, G 2nd to 4th C AD - (562g)
7 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - G 4th C AD - (256g)
1 x P55 (Modern glazed white earthenware) (1g)
1 x R01C [CHF SA] - AD117 to c 150 - (2g)
5 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150 to early 4th C
AD - (15g)
1 x R38 [UNS CC] - (1g)
1 x R11E [OXF WH] - D AD100 to 410 (8g)
1 x R03 [UNS WH] - C 2nd C AD?+ - (9g)
4 x R09D [BSW] - (39g)
3 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - AD120 to 4th C AD
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Roman

Early 2nd to
4th C AD
Late 1st to 4th C AD
(see comments)

AD150 to c200

The sherd is small and abraded.
The whole assemblage is variable in size and
abrasion regardless of date. The forms that are
present are predominantly dated to the 3rd and 4th
century AD. All of the samian sherds are small and
very abraded. Both of the Oxford sherds display
indented decoration. The Nene Valley jar has an
over fired colour coat typical of the mid/late 4th
century (Perrin 1999, 107). Nonetheless all of the
Nene Valley colour coated ware sherds are heavily
abraded. The mortaria in this fabric is an M38
(Perrin 1999, 132). There are a mixture of undercut
and rounded rim styles in R13.

The samian sherd is small and very abraded. All of
the sherds in R12B are body sherds from beakers.
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2015
Surface
find
2015

2017
Surface
find
2017

2018

2020
2024
Surface
finds
2024

2025

- (9g)
3 x R07B [UNS BB] - (11g)
6 x R06B [GRS] - B AD200 to 250. G bifid
mid to late 2nd C AD - (58g)
1 x R06C [GRF] - (1g)
7 x R06E [GRS] - (64g)
4 x R13 [HAR SH] - G late 2nd to early 4th
C AD - (34g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - G 2nd to 3rd C AD (95g)
1 x R06B [GRS] - (32g)

1 x R01B [LGF SA] - AD55 to 110 - (1g)
1 x R05A [UNS OX] - (7g)
1 x R09D [BSW] - (5g)
2 x R06E [GRS] - (43g)
2 x P30 [STF SL] - 18th C AD - (10g)
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Roman

AD55 to 1100

18th C AD

1 x R01A [LEZ SA 2] - T Drg33 mid to later
2nd C AD - (8g)
1 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - AD120 to 4th C AD
- (7g)
2 x R07B [UNS BB] - (24g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - B mid 3rd to early 4th C
AD - (82g)

Mid 3rd to
early/mid 4th C AD

3 x R01A [LEZ SA 2] - T O&P LV 13 AD120 to late 2nd C AD - (12g)
5 x R09D [BSW] - (28g)
2 x R07A [DOR BB1] - B AD120+ - (9g)
4 x R07B [UNS BB] - (20g)
23 x R06B [GRS] - G x2 early 2nd to c
AD165 - (461g)
4 x R06C [GRF] - (26g)
16 x R13 [HAR SH] - G 2nd to 3rd C AD (126g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - G 3rd to 4th C AD (129g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH 1] - (4g)

AD120 to c 165

3 x R11E [OXF WH] - D AD240 to 300 (67g)
2 x R06B [GRS] - G - (7g)
1 x R06E [GRS] - (3g)
2 x R01B [MON SA] - C Drg37 2nd C AD (25g)
2 x R01C [RHZ SA] - C Drg31 late 2nd to
mid 3rd C AD - (48g)
1 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150 to 4th C AD (17g)
2 x R11E [OXF WH] - D AD100 to 410 (28g)
2 x R03A [VER WH] - (33g)
1 x R10C [VER WS] - (14g)
1 x R06H [UNS WS] - (17g)
2 x R09D [BSW] - (5g)
4 x R07B [UNS BB] - (59g)
4 x R07F [UNS BB] - (36g)
1 x R06C [GRF] - (2g)
15 x R06B [GRS] - B late 2nd to AD250, G
late 1st/early 2nd to mid 2nd C AD - (141g)
17 x R13 [HAR SH] - (215g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (87g)
2 x R35 [SOB GT] - (10g)
1 x R01A [LEZ SA 2] - C Drg37 AD138 to
late 2nd C AD - (31g)
1 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150+ - (<1g)
2 x R09D [BSW] - (2g)
4 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - B early to late 2nd
C AD - (24g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - (28g)
2 x R06C [GRF] - (122g)
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Mid 1st to
early/mid 2nd C AD
AD240 to 300

All the sherds are abraded and mostly small.

Sherds join.

The samian sherd is abraded.

The coarse greyware sherds are in good condition
and most form the same jar. It is a typical carinated
example being burnished and decorated with
cordons. The fine greyware fabric contains beaker
sherds which join. All of the shell tempered sherds
are small and abraded, including the storage jar rim.

Sherd is small and abraded.
The R11E sherds all join.

Mid to late 2nd C
AD

The Oxford, grogged and BSW sherds are very
abraded and a number of other fabrics across the
board are variably abraded. The GRS jar and dish
forms are in the best state being un-abraded.

AD138 to
later 2nd C AD

The pottery is all variably abraded except for the
fine greywares. Both of these sherds are in good
condition. A number of earlier Harrold fabrics are
present in the grouping.
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2026
2028

2036

2037
2041

2047

2049

2057

2061
2063
2069

1 x R06E [GRS] late 1st to mid 2nd C AD (12g)
11 x R13 [HAR SH] - (233g)
1 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - AD120+ - (15g)
2 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - G AD120 to late
2nd C AD - (13g)
1 x R07B [UNS BB] - (3g)
4 x R06B [GRS] - (17g)
3 x R06E [GRS] - B AD110 to 180 - (20g)
1 x R03A [VER WH] - J late 2nd C AD (10g)
1 x R09D [BSW] - (3g)
1 x R07A [DOR BB1] - AD120+ - (4g)
4 x R06B [GRS] - B AD120+ - (28g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH] - (30g)
2 x R09D [BSW] - (6g)
4 x R09D [BSW] - G late 1st to early/mid
2nd C AD - (41g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (18g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - (12g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - C incipient flange 3rd C
AD - (55g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - (11g)
1 x F01A [UNS FT] - IA - (3g)
1 x R11G [OXF RS] - AD240 to 410 - (31g)
1 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150+ - (4g)
3 x R07B [UNS BB] - (26g)
1 x R09D [BSW] - (7g)
2 x R06B [GRS] - C - (17g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH 1 & 2] - (5g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (56g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - G late 1st BC to c AD70
- (7g)
1 x R01A [LMV SA] - A/C Drg18/31 AD100
to 125 - (6g)
2 x R09D [BSW] - G mid/late 1st to
early/mid 2nd C AD - (11g)
4 x R13 [HAR SH 1] - (16g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH] - (4g)
1 x R05A [UNS OX] - (7g)
1 x R07B [UNS BB] - (5g)
1 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150+ - (4g)

2073

2 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - (16g)
1 x R07B [UNS BB] - (13g)
101 x R13 [HAR SH 1] - G channel rim late
1st to early 2nd C AD - (2145g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT/St] - (25g)

2075

2 x R35 [SOB GT] - G early 1st C AD to c
AD70 - (51g)
1 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - B early to late 2nd
C AD - (12g)
2 x R07B [UNS BB] - (7g)
1 x R09D [BSW] - (3g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - J mid to late 2nd C AD (75g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH] - (10g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - (12g)
1 x R06A [GRS] - ?G - (<1g)
5 x R09D [BSW] - (60g)
2 x R06B [GRS] - G 2nd C AD - (15g)
10 x R13 [HAR SH] - G 2nd to 3rd C AD (96g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (133g)
1 x R04E [COL CC] - AD120 to mid/late 3rd
C AD - (2g)
3 x R07B [UNS BB] - G 2nd C AD - (76g)
8 x R06B [GRS] - G 2nd C AD - (153g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH] - (300g)
1 x R09D [BSW] - (8g)

2077

2079
2083

2086

2095
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AD120 to 4th C AD
AD120 to
late 2nd C AD

c Late 2nd C AD

Roman
Late 1st to
early 2nd C AD

The sherd is small and abraded.
The majority of sherds are abraded.

The Verulamium flagon rim in the bifid style has a
basic match No 1964 (Wilson 1984).

The R09D sherds all belong to the same jar form.
It has an everted rim with cordons and a zone of
decoration.

c Early 3rd C AD

The R35 sherd is considerably abraded in
comparison to R06B.

Iron Age to 4th C
AD
(see comments)

The sherds are mixed and without exception all are
small and very abraded. Bases occur in both R11G
and R07B. The jar in R35 falls within the B1-1
range (Thompson 1982, 85).

AD100 to 125

All of the sherds are fairly small and show signs of
slight abrasion. The R09D sherds are from the
earlier phase of production.

2nd C AD+
Roman
AD150 to
3rd/mid 4th C AD
Late 1st to
early 2nd C AD

Early 1st C AD to
c AD70
Mid to late 2nd C
AD

Roman
2nd C AD

AD120 to 200

Late 1st to

The sherd is small and abraded.
Both sherds are small and abraded.

The R13 sherds virtually all belong to the same
channel rim jar. The type is an early one with a
pronounced groove (see No 36: Brown 1994, 54).
The pottery is in good condition with nearly all the
sherds joining. A complete rim is present. A
second lower jar half in the same fabric is also
noted. The remaining fabrics are small and
abraded.
The jar rim is only slightly abraded and has a
cordon and groove decorative style.
The sherds in R09D, 13, and 35 are all small and
abraded. The flagon in R06B has a similar type at
Verulamium No 1962 (Wilson 1984).

Sherd is very small and heavily abraded.

A whole Harrold jar base is noted in this context.

Two thirds of the bowl suvive. A parallel to this
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2097
2102
2107
2109

2119

Area 6
CONTEXT
6003

6005

6007

6009

6011

1 x R07B [UNS BB] - C concave late 1st to
early 2nd C AD (234g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH] - (6g)
2 x R01B [LGF SA] - mid 1st to AD110 (8g)
1 x R013 [HAR SH] - (2g)
2 x R06B [GRS] - (31g)
1 x R13 [HAR SH] - (39g)
1 x R26 [GAB TN] - late 1st BC to late 1st C
AD - (6g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - G mid to late 1st C AD (119g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (85g)
1 x R01B [LGF SA] - mid 1st to AD110 (2g)
1 x R12B [LNV CC] - 4th C AD - (4g)
1 x R22A [HAD OX] - (2g)
2 x R07B [UNS BB] - (16g)
5 x R06B [GRS] - (53g)
4 x R06E [GRS] - (43g)
7 x R13 [HAR SH] - B 4th C AD, C 4th C
AD - (62g)
5 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - G 2nd to 3rd C AD (375g)
CERAMIC LISTING
1 x R04E [COL CC] - AD120 to mid/late
3rd C AD - (4g)
1 x R12A [LNV WH] - D AD110 to 410 (101g)
1 x R09D [BSW] - (7g)
2 x R07B [UNS BB] - B AD120+, G (44g)
6 x R06B [GRS] - (56g)
5 x R13 [HAR SH] - G AD150+ - (75g)
5 x R013 [HAR SH/St] - (528g)
1 x R01C [HGB SA] - AD117 to c 150 (16g)
1 x R04E [COL CC] - AD120 to c 250 (1g)
10 x R12B [LNV CC] - H mid to late 2nd
C AD - (39g)
2 x R09D [BSW] - (5g)
4 x R06B [GRS] - (14g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (126g)
2 x R13 [HAR SH] - (18g)
1 x R11E [OXF WH] - D AD100 to 410 (35g)
1 x R03A [VER WH] - G bifid rim
AD130 to 180 - (12g)
1 x R07F [UNS BB] - (7g)
2 x R01A [LEZ SA 2] - C Drg15/31
AD120 to later 2nd C AD - (22g)
1 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150+ - (2g)
1 x R12A [LNV WH] - D AD110 to 400 (16g)
1 x R07B [UNS BB] - B AD120+ - (4g)
5 x R06B [GRS] - (41g)
3 x R06C [GRF] - (27g)
3 x R13 [HAR SH] - (24g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - (13g)
1 x Fired clay - (3g)
2 x R12B [LNV CC] - AD150 to 3rd C
AD - (9g)
1 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - c AD120+ - (9g)
3 x R07B [UNS BB] - (21g)
3 x R06B [GRS] - B early 2nd C + (18g)
4 x R06C [GRF] - (13g)
4 x R22B [HAD RE 1] - G 2nd to
early/mid 3rd C AD - (59g)
1 x R06A [LNV RE] - AD150 to 280/300
- (19g)
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early 2nd C AD

Mid 1st to AD110
Roman
Roman
Mid to late 1st C AD

4th C AD

form can be seen at Baldock (No 416) dated
AD120 to 150 (Stead & Rigby 1986, 329). The
other two fabrics are small and abraded.
Both of the sherds are small and very abraded.
The sherd is very small and abraded.

The jar in R06B is in good condition with an
almost whole profile.

The samian sherd is small and very abraded.

DATE RANGE
AD150
to mid 3rd C AD

COMMENTS
All of the sherds in this context display abrasion.
The R13 storage sherds have rilling on the surfaces,
as does one of the smaller jar sherds.

AD150 to
late 2nd C AD

All of the sherds in this context are small and
abraded. R04E is a beaker sherd with rouletting.
At least two decorative beaker styles occur in
R12B, folded and fishhook.

Early to mid
2nd C AD

The R03A jar has a close parallel at Verulamium,
No 2249 (Wilson 1984).

AD150 to
later 2nd C AD

All of the sherds in this context are small and
abraded.

AD150 to
early/mid 3rd C AD

All of the sherds display some abrasion. However,
the R35 fabric is in the worst state. The jar form in
R13 has a long production period, nonetheless it is
more common in phases 2 and 3 (Brown 1994).
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6015

6017

1 x R13 [HAR SH 1] - G c 2nd C AD (12g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - (4g)
1 x R01B [LGF SA] - mid 1st to AD110 (5g)
1 x R01C [ARG SA] - AD150 to 200 (5g)
1 x R04E [COL CC] - AD120 to
mid/later 3rd C AD - (3g)
3 x R12B [LNV CC] - ?J AD150 to 410 (27g)
1 x R11G [OXF RS] - AD240 to 410 (3g)
1 x R11E [OXF WH] - D AD100 to 410 (43g)
2 x R12A [LNV WH] - D AD250+ (147g)
1 x R22A [ HAD OX] - (3g)
2 x Fired clay - (9g)
1 x R05A [UNS OX] - (8g)
3 x R09D [BSW] - G 3rd C+ - (40g)
1 x R07A [DOR BB 1] - B late 3rd to mid
4th C AD - (15g)
2 x R07F [UNS BB] - B flanged AD275
to 350 - (20g)
19 x R06B [GRS] - B flanged late 3rd to
4th C AD, G lid seat late 3rd to 4th C AD
- (224g)
1 x R06B [GRS/St] - (61g)
2 x R06E [GRS] - ?C - (37g)
1 x R22B [HAD RE 1] - (7g)
8 x R13 [HAR SH] - G AD270 to 310 (152g)
3 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (185g)
1 x R35 [SOB GT] - (14g)
3 x R35 [SOB GT/St] - (162g)
3 x R01B [MON SA] - 2nd C AD - (21g)
1 x R01A [LMV SA] - AD100 to 125 (11g)
1 x R01A [LEZ SA 2] - AD120 to later
2nd C AD - (2g)
3 x R04E [COL CC] - AD120 to mid/late
3rd C AD - (5g)
5 x R12B [LNV CC] - late 2nd to 3rd C
AD - (34g)
2 x R38 [UNS CC] - (28g)
5 x R22A [HAD OX] - (34g)
5 x R07B [UNS BB] - G 2nd C AD+ (54g)
6 x R09D [BSW] - (80g)
2 x R06C [GRF] - ?G - (13g)
2 x R06E [GRS] - G 2nd to 3rd C AD (38g)
18 x R06B [GRS] - B AD200 to 250, G (219g)
9 x R22B [HAD RE 1] - B incipient
flange 3rd to 4th C AD - (115g)
45 x R13 1 [HAR SH] - G AD150 to the
3rd C AD - (994g)
27 x R13 2 [HAR SH] - G AD150 to the
3rd C AD - (369g)
8 x R13 [HAR SH/St] - (840g)
10 x R35 [SOB GT/St] - (304g)
2 x R35 [SOB GT] - (26g)
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AD250 to
c early 4th C AD

Both of the samian sherds are small and very
abraded. The R12A sherds join, it is a close match
for type M32 (Perrin 1999, 131). All of the jar rims
in R13 are still rounded and not undercut, a style
more prevalent from the late 2nd to later 3rd/early
4th C AD. The R07F dish is similar to 2474
(Wilson 1984).

Late 2nd to
mid 3rd C AD

The samian and grog tempered sherds are all
abraded, especially in comparison to the shell and
reduced wares. Many of the forms do not have
enough below the rim for a secure identification.
In R06B the dish has match at Verulamium, No
2561 (Wilson 1984). All of the sherds in R13 1
belong to the same vessel which is almost
complete. The rim style has a fairly long life but is
more common up until the 3rd C AD. Many of the
sherds in the second group of Harrold ware display
rilling. The R13 storage sherd is also in good
condition and displays rilling.

Results and Discussion

A total of 901 sherds weighing 14815g were recovered from the excavated areas of the
Cardington-Biggleswade Reinforcement Main in Bedfordshire.
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Site 1

Only 36 sherds with a weight of 169g were recorded from Site 1. Only context 1004 appears
to have any cohesion with two fabrics belonging to two vessel bases. In general all of the
pottery is small and abraded with an average sherd weight of just 5g. The fabrics are of a
local origin (with the exception of one Hadham sherd in context 1023) and have a date range
of c 20BC to c AD70. The single Roman context (1023) contains just two sherds.
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Site 2

This area produced the best pottery assemblages from the pipeline excavations. A total of
572 sherds weighing 8939g were recovered and, minus the heavier fabrics (mortaria and
storage jars), the average sherd weight is a reasonable 14g. There are a number of contexts
across the site which display abraded assemblages, however the overall condition is good.
Finewares

The samian ware contribution is small, standing at just 2% by weight. Five of the nine
contexts in which samian is noted are discounted in terms of dating due to its condition. All
three main production centres are represented, however it is Lezoux in central Gaul that
marginally accounts for the larger part. Diagnostic examples are few, amongst those
identified are the transitional Drg18/31 plate/bowl, two Drg37 bowls and cup forms Drg33
and O&P LV13.
A similar percentage of Romano-British finewares are recorded on the site. Only three
sources have been utilised, Colchester, Oxford and the Nene Valley. The latter industry
supplies the largest percentage. Although the condition of these finewares is generally good
there is only one diagnostic sherd, a late Nene Valley colour coated jar.
Mortaria

As with both of the fineware categories there is a disappointing showing of mortaria fabrics.
These arrive from the two kiln centres of Oxford and the Nene Valley, both of which started
production during the 2nd century AD and continued up until the end of the Roman
occupation. Unfortunately, the single diagnostic example from a feature (from Oxford) is too
small for a dated comparison. A Nene Valley rim is noted from surface finds (2006).
Amphorae

These fabics are completely absent form Area 2.
Coarsewares

This category accounts for 95% of the ceramics in Site 2 (by weight) with many cohesive
groups. The most common national fabric is Dorset BB1. The true fabric is found in at least
nine of the contexts with its local/regional copy noted in virtually all. The form range is
limited to 2nd century dish and jar types, a trait mirrored in the imitation fabric. A more
detailed fabric analysis will possibly shift a number of the UNS BB sherds into the Dorset
category.
Regional wares are fairly limited, one reduced fabric from the Nene Valley is present and a
small number of sherds arrive from the Verulamium kilns. A bifid rim style flagon is the only
diagnostic sherd within the latter group (see context 2036). Finally the remaining imports
consist of Hadham fabrics. Products from Hadham are few. This is a little surprising given
that during the late 1st and 2nd centuries the output was fairly high from these kilns. This
limited supply may be partly due to the natural barrier of the Chilterns, or simply that the area
was adequately furnished with local products at the time. The same period in west Essex,
north and south Hertfordshire, shows a different trend, with significant percentages of
Hadham wares occurring in the overall ceramic picture (Fawcett 2002, 2003 & forthcoming).
A recent assemblage examined by the author from Dunstable in Bedfordshire displayed a
similar lack of Hadham wares (Fawcett 2001b).
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The biggest contribution by far are the shell tempered wares from the Harrold kilns (40% by
sherd count and 52% by weight). The form range is restricted mainly to jars of the channel
and rounded bead rim variety. It is only within the later contexts that pie dishes, flanged
bowls and undercut jar forms make their appearance. This reflects the overall dating of the
site. The final diagnostic evidence within this fabric pertains to storage jars. It is interesting
to note that earlier Harrold forms are quite common on sites in north and north-east
Hertfordshire, for instance Baldock, Letchworth and Thorley (Fawcett 2000, 2000a,
forthcoming & 2002). This is in stark contrast to the supply pattern of Hadham products
going the opposite way (see above).
Finally, unsourced reduced wares make up the second largest category on the site, in
particular black surfaced and sandy grey wares. Analysis of the form range shows that jars
and dishes dominate. Dishes from 2nd century contexts are virtually all of the ‘pie’ type and
those of the later period are incipient, fully flanged or deep, with moulded rims. The 2nd
century jar category consists of the necked style with beaded everted rims. Several bifid rim
types are present as are a number of carinated profiles.
Dating, Status & Economy

As the ceramic catalogue shows the vast majority of contexts are placed within the 2nd
century AD, in particular the early and later periods. Only one context is possibly dated to
the Late Period Roman Iron Age and that is 2075. Similarly only two have a mid to late 1st
century AD date, however both of these contexts (2075 & 2109) contain a limited number of
sherds. There is restricted evidence for later Roman activity on the site. The 3rd century can
only be detected in a single context (2047), however other ceramic forms dated to this period
are present in some of the surface collections. A similar picture represents the 4th century
AD. Apart from the surface finds and one mixed context (2049) only one has a clear 4th
century date (2119). Overall the lack of early grog tempered wares and associated forms,
alongside the general absence of later fabrics and forms (Oxford red slipped and Nene Valley
colour-coated coarseware forms), demonstrates the 2nd century nature of the site.
The site has a fairly limited input from outside the immediate area, in both regional and
continental supply. Initial analysis of the overall form assemblage (based upon rim sherds)
also expresses perhaps both the status and economy of the site. Jars and dishes alone account
for 63% of the assemblage, with 16% attributed to bowls, and flagons and mortaria standing
each at 6%. Beakers are present but are wholly made up of body sherds. The poor showing
of table wares and mortaria indicate that the site is not one of high status. Naturally this does
not discount the fact that the excavated area may have been on the periphery of something
more substantial. The larger part of the assemblage is in a fair to good state, indicating that
the majority is in its original place of deposition.
Site 6

This site yielded 293 sherds weighing 5707g. The average sherd weight is 12g, not including
the storage jar and mortaria fabrics. None of the contexts have a particularly close date, due
either to the number of sherds, or to the lack of diagnostic pieces (this particularly pertains to
the fineware fabrics). Furthermore, a large number of contexts contain mixed data which is
often abraded.
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Finewares

A number of samian fabrics are present on the site. These arrive from all three of the main
production areas, southern, central and eastern Gaul. Virtually all of the examples are small
and abraded and occur with later material. Only one diagnostic example has been recorded, a
Drg15/31 bowl in context 6009.
The Romano-British finewares are better represented on the site. However, like the samian
the assemblage consists of mainly body sherds. Nene Valley colour coats are the most
common with a high showing of beaker body sherds. Interestingly absent from the site are
the colour coated coarseware forms associated with the later output of this industry. Another
fineware that defines the later Roman period in the area is Oxfordshire red/brown slipped
ware. A single sherd is present on the site. Finally a small number of Colchester colour
coated beaker sherds have been noted.
The profiles of both continental and Romano-British finewares in Area 6 are virtually
identical to Site 2.
Mortaria

Two sources for mortaria are utilised by the site, the Nene Valley and Oxford. Both of these
industries have a long production period and unfortunately just one diagnostic sherd is
present. This is from the Nene Valley and is located in context 6015, dated from AD250
onwards. Again a similar pattern is noted in Site 2.
Amphorae

No amphorae fabrics are present on the site.
Coarsewares

The most prevalent coaseware, as might be expected, are the shell tempered fabrics from
Harrold. Although there are many diagnostic examples the assemblage consists solely of jars.
There are none of the bowl types (derived from the earlier reed rim style) that are produced in
the late 3rd and 4th century at the kilns. In fact the majority of jar styles noted are those
which are most common from the late 2nd and 3rd centuries. A more detailed analysis of
these forms will undoubtedly narrow their date range down. Apart from a number of later
types noted in Site 2, the form range is basically the same.
Imported coarsewares are few. The furthest travelled are a small number of Dorset BB 1
sherds with only a one dish form noted. Nonetheless, there are a number of local sherds
present on the site which imitate BB1 in both form and fabric. The only other regional
imports arrive from Hertfordshire. Typically these are mainly from the Hadham kilns in the
east of the county. However, it is the reduced category as opposed to the more ‘famous’
oxidised version that is the most common (see Site 2 for comment). Two forms are present,
an incipient flanged dish and a neckless lid seated/grooved jar. Finally one sherd from the
Verulamium white ware industry has also been recorded.
The remaining coarseware assemblage is made up of unsourced reduced wares in both
‘Romanising’ and true sandy fabrics. Again the form assemblage is fairly limited, consisting
of jars and dishes. The latter category (in later contexts) contains plain and flanged examples.
Dating, Status & Economy
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The best assemblages are noted in contexts 6015 and 6017. However, both of these contain
abraded elements from the earlier and mid 2nd century AD, however in both cases there is a
clear 3rd century representation. This can be picked up from the form assemblage, for
instance the presence of flanged dishes. There is no clear evidence for concentrated activity
in the fourth century. This again is based upon the absence of forms and fabrics that denote
the late period.
The contexts which have been allocated a 2nd-century date generally contain a small number
of sherds, for instance context 6005 has 22 sherds. It is highly possible that some of these
also contain a 3rd century element (see contexts 6003 & 611). Nevertheless, the lack of
diagnostic examples and high level of abrasion hinders an accurate interpretation of these
contexts (for further comments see project design). The absence of the common channel rim
style produced at Harrold is also a fair indicator of little material present before the early/mid
2nd century AD.
The reasonable showing of Romano-British beaker sherds and samian fabrics, which pertain
to the 2nd century, appears to indicate that the status and economy of the site was at a higher
level than the later 3rd century assemblages. The single obvious later assemblage (context
6015) shows a marked drop in the range of forms. Similarly there is not a significant
regional input from Hadham, Oxford or any other of the rural nucleated industries that mark
the period. On basic analysis of the form range, jars account for 50%, dishes 32%, with
flagons, beakers, bowls and mortaria all at 4%. This is a virtually identical trend to Site 2.
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Appendix 4: Environmental Samples
Following discussions with the environmental specialist, three bulk samples submitted for
flotation from ditches on Site 2, and one from the Bronze Age pit on Site 9. In addition, the
contents of the eight cremation burials from Site 1 were also sent for processing. The
contents of these samples are summarised in the following table

Pit

<1
>100/1068
2/18

2
1
4/5

Cu bead

2
2.75
0.25

10/65
2.5

1 x Fe

2.5

16/13

bead

129
3

<1
1
1
<1
<1
1
1
<1
9

1

5
3
4

41

10

Bone (g)

9002

Cu pin

Hammerscale (flakes)

9500 (9)

1

Mag (g)

Ditch
Ditch
Ditch

1

Flint

30

2025
2037
2077

Brick/Tile (g)

29.5
20
10

1 (6)
2 (7
3 (8)

Fired earth (g)

0.5
0.5
1
0.1
3.65
0.7
0.08
0.08
1.25

Glass

3.5
10
21.5
2.5
18.5
12
3.5
1.5
28

Metal

Residue volume

Crem
Crem
Crem
Crem
Crem
Crem
Crem
Crem
Crem

Pot no/wt (g)

Sample volume (l)

Context type

Context no

Sample no/note
1500 (1)
1501 (2)
1502 (3)
1503 (3)
1504 (1)
1505 (4)
1506 (5)
1507 (5)
1508 (5)

239
72
62
7
950
95
7
1
116
3
6

235
2
2
97

Notes:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cremated human bone
Cremated bone, horse tooth
Comminuted burnt bone
Burnt bone, small piece charred bone
Burnt bone
Cattle, field vole, house mouse, frog/toad
One small fish vertebra
Rodent, frog/toad
Pig, sheep, field vole, mouse

The animal and human bone from the excavations have been quantified (Appendix 1) and
scanned, but not yet examined in detail. Recommendations have been made for further study:
these appear separately in the publication proposals document.
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